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Abstract. Aiming to be as competitive as possible, organisations are
always pursuing to improve their business processes applying corrective
actions when needed. However, the actual analysis and decision mak-
ing for those actions is typically a challenging task relying on extensive
human-in-the-loop expertise. Specifically, this improvement process usu-
ally involves: (i) to analyse evidences to understand the current behav-
ior; (ii) to decide the actual objectives (usually defined in Service Level
Agreements -SLAs- based on intuition) and (iii) to establish the im-
provement plan. In this ongoing work, we aim to propose a data-driven
and intuition-free methodology to define an SLA as a governance ele-
ment that specifies the service level objectives in an explicit way. Such a
methodology considers process performance indicators that are analysed
by means of inference, optimization, and simulation techniques. In order
to motivate and exemplify our work we address a Healthcare scenario.

1 Introduction to our Proposed Methodology

Nowadays, in a changing and competitive business world, organisations must
keep their business processes (BPs) under control. In other words, they must
analyse if current BPs behaviour is as expected or not. However, such an anal-
ysis is not easy to be addressed and automated because it relies on extensive
human-in-the-loop expertise in several tasks, namely: (i) to extract information
from evidences (such as logs or incidences) to understand the current behaviour;
(ii) to decide, based on intuition, the actual objectives in Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs) that govern the organisation; and (iii) to establish the improve-
ment actions. In this ongoing paper we propose a data-driven methodology that
automatically gathers an SLA to govern the organisation activities by means of
Service Level Objectives (SLOs). As one of its advantages, our proposal does not
requires that a previous SLA were initially defined by organisations. To the con-
trary, being data-driven, it creates an SLA just from a set of event logs from the
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current BPs behaviour; and a set of Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) [1, 5].
At following we introduce the methodology (c.f. Fig.1) using as running example
the processes of a Hospital Inf. System (HIS) without a predefined SLA.
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Fig. 1. SLA-Aware Methodology to Improve Organisations Performance.

Initially, we assume that the HIS generates a number of event logs including
different data (e.g. initial and end moment, state, etc [6]) as result of operating
on multiple processes (e.g. regular or emergency room processes, etc) to perform
several healthcare activities (e.g. magnetic resonance imaging -MRI-, X-ray, etc).
In a process mining activity the event logs are processed in conjunction with
a number of PPIs defined by hospital managers (e.g. ”Probability that working
time of patients who take MRI test is less than 71 min.”). As result of the pro-
cess mining we would get the measures of all PPIs and they are the input of
an inferring SLOs activity. Such an activity infers the Current Service Level
Objectives (CSLOs in Fig. 1) for selected, manually or not, PPIs. These CSLOs
denote the actual current HIS behaviour for the PPIs (e.g. ”Probability that
working time of patients who take MRI test is less than 71 min. is more than
95%”) considering some organisational factors involved in the Hospital BPs (e.g.
”with 15 employees and 3000$ per employee.”). At this point, the CSLOs are
processed by some optimization techniques in an optimizing SLOs activity
that gathers a number of desired SLOs (DSLOs in Fig. 1) denoting the desired
behaviour that Hospital managers would like to achieve. The underlying opti-
mization technique [4, 2] can be configured by Hospital managers considering the
mentioned organisational factors. An example of DSLO could be ”Probability
that working time of patients who take MRI test is less than 71 min. is more
than 99%”) achieved by specific values for the organisational factors (e.g. ”with
17 employees and 2700$ per employee.”). After that, we propose to analyse if the
application of DSLOs results in a proper BPs behaviour or not. In doing so, a
simulation model generated from the initial event logs [3] can be modified based
on DSLOs, then a new set of event logs (event logs’ in Fig. 1) is obtained and
it is inputted into a new process mining’ activity to get the simulated mea-
sures of all PPIs (PPIs’ in Fig. 1). Then, an evaluation activity is performed to
analyse the deviation between simulated measures of PPIs’ and the DSLOs. In
case of deviation some activities are executed again but with different settings
(organisational factors or DSLOs) from the Hospital managers. Specifically, in
case of high deviation the inferring SLOs activity is executed again; and in



case of low deviation, the optimizing SLOs activity is executed again. Finally,
if the deviation is negligible, the SLA definition activity is performed to gather
the document that will govern the BPs in future.

2 Conclusions and Future Work

In this ongoing work we devise an SLA-aware and intuition-free methodology to
improve organisations performance that gathers an SLA to govern organisations.
The main benefits of our methodology are the following: (i) the SLA is gathered
from actual BPs behaviour and not from scratch as traditionally based on man-
agers intuition; (ii) the improvement is assured by simulating and evaluating the
processes behaviour before creating the SLA; and finally, (iii) the manual inter-
action in the whole process is limited to some manual settings (c.f. Fig.2 that
depicts our vision of a future tool to help managers in the DSLOs definition).
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Fig. 2. Mockup of the desired control panel.
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